Imagine you have the opportunity for an exclusive interview with one of the main players after the genocide was over. You can choose from the following options, or brainstorm another option in your small groups:

- Judge in the Gacaca Courts
- Paul Kigami
- Victims
- Perpetrators
- Teachers
- Community leaders

In your small groups, you will brainstorm one question per group member that you would like to ask one of these major players.

Make sure that these questions pertain to the aftermath of the genocide.

Leave 5 lines in between your questions.
Be sure your names are on the paper.

Swap papers with the group clockwise from you.

Read through the questions on the paper. You and your group are responsible with answering the questions as if you were the individual being interviewed. Using your knowledge of the genocide and aftermath, answer how you would assume this individual would answer. Do not answer the question how you individually would answer, but rather how this individual would.

Before answering, discuss as a group what your answer will be. Be sure all are giving their opinions.